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Lara-Murphy Report

“Man lives in the shadow of death. 
Whatever he may have achieved in the course of 
his pilgrimage, he must one day pass away and 
abandon all that he has built. Each instant can 
become his last. There is only one thing that is 
certain about the individual’s future—death.”

—Mises

These are no-nonsense words for all of us to 
reflect on.  The unavoidable certainty of death is 
not only true, but its exact time of arrival is also 
unknown, making this unique event of life all the 
more perplexing.  Yet regardless of what the future 
may bring in the interim we cannot withdraw from 
the necessities of the moment. These obligations 
present themselves each morning as either obstacles 
that must be overcome, or toil that must be 
accomplished.   In this simple fact no one stands 
apart.

Whether we realize it or not, our individual 
aspirations are to preserve and strengthen a better 
life for ourselves.  That is to say that we all strive to 
reach a place of final contentment—of happiness.  

If this is the goal of all humanity what then shall 
we do with the life we have this day?  

It is interesting to note how various famous 
individuals throughout history, all having the same 
inevitable fate as the rest of us, have answered this 
inquiry by their individual actions.  Their deeds 
eventually became lifetime achievements and 
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“It is the masses that determine the course of history, but its initial
movement must start with the individual.”

— How Privatized Banking Really Works

Lara-Murphy Report

landmark accomplishments—guideposts for history, 
either for good or evil. 

Consider for example Mises’ urgings that we 
save as being the “step forward on the road to a more 
plentiful existence,” compared to Keynes’ advice for 
governments to spend beyond their means in order 
to (allegedly) promote prosperity.  Which path have 
you followed?

If we but for a moment examine our own personal 
vision for a better life can we detect if our own deeds 
have taken from or given to future generations?  To 
put it more directly, are we givers are or we takers in 
the mission of life?  

We believe our LMR readers are givers and it 
is this giving spirit that will ultimately triumph 
and direct the path of the future.  As this year 
approaches its end, we want to express our sincere 
gratitude and appreciation for all the support you 
have given us as members of the 10%.  We could 
not continue without you.  As we build together let 
us not forget that our God is the consummate giver 
and the controlling factor in all human affairs, in 
whose name we place our complete faith and trust 
for a better world to come.

Yours truly,
Carlos and Bob
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST TO READERS OF THE LARA-MURPHY REPORT…

PULSE ON THE MARKET
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Pulse on the Market

A LONG TIME AGO, IN AN ECONOMY FAR FAR AWAY, 
WAS THE LAST TIME THE FED HIKED RATES
This month the Fed hiked its target for the federal funds rate, which is the 
interest rate that banks charge for overnight loans of reserves. This was the 
first time the Fed had raised rates since June 2006, and is the first time rates 
have been higher than zero since December 2008. (Strictly speaking the 
target for the last seven years was a range from 0 to 25 basis points, whereas 
now the target range is 25 to 50 basis points, meaning 0.25 percent to 0.50 
percent.) 

Americans have become accustomed to the situation and so the shock may 
have worn off. But imagine if the government had somehow held the price 
of, say, electricity at virtually $0 per kilowatt-hour for seven years, or the 
price of lumber. It is obvious that this “cheap” policy for inputs wouldn’t 
help the economy, but would serve only to channel scarce resources into the 
wrong businesses. After all, as the Austrian economists taught us, market 
prices serve a definite social function. It hampers the ability of prices to 
communicate information between consumers and producers when the 
government interferes. When the central bank fosters credit expansion and 
artificially low interest rates, this only gives the illusion of prosperity.

However, beyond the usual story of the Fed distorting the structure of 
production, in our current cycle we face something new. Typically, the Fed 
will “hike rates” by selling off assets and thereby draining reserves from the 
banking system. (In some cases the operation is merely relative to the pre-
existing trend: In other words the Fed might slow the rate of injection of 
new reserves, leading to a higher fed funds rate.)

Yet this time around, the Fed doesn’t want to unload its balance sheet, for 
fear of crashing certain asset prices. So the way it will “raise rates,” at least for 
now, is to increase the interest rate paid on excess reserves. As of December 
17, the Fed is now paying 50 basis points to commercial banks for both 
their required and their excess reserves. Thus, rather than sucking money 
out of the system and causing the price of renting it to rise, instead the Fed 

The  Fed  Awakens
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Pulse on the Market

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS THAT MAY BE OF INTEREST TO READERS OF THE LARA-MURPHY REPORT…
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“THIRD AVENUE” HIGH-YIELD BOND MUTUAL FUND 
COLLAPSES
As a CNN article explains: “Third Avenue Management told investors on [Dec. 
9] it is liquidating and blocking further redemptions after months of heavy losses 
and elevated requests from investors for their money back. The fund shrank from 
$2.1 billion in July to just $788 million on [Dec. 10]…Third Avenue said it will 
return a small portion of its assets to investors next week and then will focus on 
unwinding its investments. The fund anticipates it will take a year or more to fully 
liquidate. The mutual fund says it doesn’t want to resort to firesale prices just to meet 
redemptions. In fact, it blamed its troubles on the fast pace of redemptions combined 
with the lack of liquidity in the fixed-income markets.”

We will devote a full column to this topic in a future issue, but our quick take 
is that this event will prove to be far more significant than many currently 
realize. Institutional fund managers are now reevaluating their exposure to 
high yield (aka “junk”) bonds and in particular are realizing the market is not 
as liquid as previously thought. In our view, this is not simply a story about 
one particular fund taking too many risks when buying distressed debt.

It used to be the case that investment banks such as Goldman Sachs would 
provide the market with liquidity in this niche, in the form of “dealer 
inventory.” But after Dodd-Frank, bond dealers get penalized too heavily in 
their capital requirements when holding large amounts of high-yield bonds. 
Consequently mutual funds went around the new regulations by (among other 

Junk  Bond Fund Junk

is bribing bankers to keep their money parked at the Fed, thereby causing 
its price to rise. (For an analogy, if the government wanted to increase the 
price of wheat, it could (a) destroy some of the existing crop or (b) buy some 
of the existing crop and put it in storage).

We will keep LMR readers posted but just keep in mind that this is not 
your grandfather’s rate hike.
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avenues) seeking liquidity in high-yield bonds by turning to exchange-traded 
funds (ETFs) which were supposed to track their benchmark performance. 

Thus the loss of dealer inventory and the miserable yields on Treasuries drove 
investors into riskier asset classes. But when investors who had previously 
parked their wealth in money market funds moved into the high-yield bond 
arena, they didn’t just sacrifice safety. They also gave up liquidity. These markets 
are simply not that deep, and so if something goes wrong—which it did—it 
can cause a wave of redemption requests and a self-fulfilling firesale prophecy. 
If and when the Fed continues to raise interest rates, we expect to see more of 
the financial sector’s vulnerabilities laid bare.

TURING PHARMACEUTICALS CEO ARRESTED ON 
UNRELATED (?) CHARGES
Earlier this year Martin Shkreli sparked a national outcry when his 
company, Turing Pharmaceuticals, obtained the drug Daraprim and jacked 
up the price of the pill from $13.50 to $750, or what the media reported 
as “an increase of 5,000 percent.” Daparim was originally developed way 
back in 1953, and is used to treat those with a weakened immune system, 
such as AIDS and cancer patients. Shkreli is back in the news because 
he’s been arrested by the FBI on (ostensibly unrelated) charges of running 
Ponzi schemes with his other ventures.

We do not have enough details to comment on the particulars of Shkreli’s 
arrest. However, we will say that we have a very unstable system if we’re 
supposed to rely on ostracism and/or arrest on other charges as a way of 
keeping drug company execs from jacking up pill prices. As one of us 
(Murphy) and co-author Doug McGuff (who is an ER doctor) explain 
in our new book, The Primal Prescription, the pharmaceutical industry is 
plagued by horrible incentives from the FDA, which simultaneously drive 
up development costs and allow unreasonably dangerous drugs to stay on 
the market.

Shkreli  Snatched 
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China and the Dollar
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a Major finanCiaL event oCCurreD in 
late November (after the LMR had gone 
to press), when the IMF approved the Chi-
nese currency for inclusion in its basket of 
“reserve currencies” for calculating the value 
of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs). In the 
present article I’ll put the event in economic 
and financial context. No one has a crystal 
ball, but I agree with Jim Rogers who ob-
served that just as the 19th century belonged 
to the British, and the 20th to the Ameri-
cans, the 21st will be the Chinese century.1  
The relatively free ride the U.S. has enjoyed 
with its printing press is coming to an end.

WHAT DOES SDR MEAN?

First we should explain exactly what hap-
pened. As CNBC reported on November 30:

China and the Dollar

The International Monetary Fund agreed 
Monday to add the Chinese yuan to its 
reserve currency basket.

The decision — which marks another 
step in China’s global economic emer-
gence — came after the IMF evaluated 
the Asian nation’s standing as an export-
er and the yuan’s role as a “freely usable” 
currency. In a statement, IMF Managing 
Director Christine Lagarde noted the 
yuan’s inclusion is a “clear representation 
of the reforms” taking place in China.

…

The addition of the yuan, or renminbi,2 
will take effect next October. 

Lagarde and the United States had sup-
ported its inclusion in the basket, known 

Just as the 19th century belonged to the British, and the 20th
to the Americans, the 21st will be the Chinese century.
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to the IMF’s new weighting formula—in 
other words, the IMF not only included the 
Chinese currency in its November decision, 
but it also changed the way it calculates the 
weights assigned to the various currencies 
in its SDR basket—here are the new pro-
portions that will take effect on October 1, 
2016: “The respective weights of the U.S. dol-
lar, euro, Chinese renminbi, Japanese yen, and 
pound sterling are 41.73 percent, 30.93 percent, 
10.92 percent, 8.33 percent, and 8.09 percent.”4

Thus we see that the IMF’s weight in the 
SDR basket for the Chinese currency places 
it third. The United States is still top-ranked 
among official reserve currencies, but as 
the IMF weighting formula takes into ac-
count the volume of exports and amount of 
the currency held internationally, we can be 

as Special Drawing Rights (SDR). It will 
join the euro, yen, pound and dollar in 
the reserves basket. The yuan will have 
about an 11 percent weighting in the 
SDR. [Bold added.]3

For context: The IMF issues “special draw-
ing rights” (SDRs) to various governments 
(but not private parties). The SDRs are claims 
on the underlying reserve currencies held by 
IMF governments. The normal procedure is 
to adjust the composition of the SDR basket 
every five years.

The last rebalancing was in December 
2010. At that time, the SDR basket was 
defined as 41.9% in U.S. dollars, 37.4% in 
euros, 11.3% in British pounds, and the re-
maining 9.4% in Japanese yen. According 

China and the Dollar

The IMF issues “special drawing rights” (SDRs) to various 
governments (but not private parties). The SDRs are claims on the 

underlying reserve currencies held by IMF governments. 
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quite sure that during the next IMF review—
scheduled for 2021—the dollar’s share will 
fall and the Chinese will rise.

WHERE DID SDRs COME 
FROM?

To understand the origin of SDRs and 
their historical function, we quote from the 
IMF’s own website:

The SDR was created by the IMF in 
1969 as a supplementary international 
reserve asset, in the context of the Bret-
ton Woods fixed exchange rate system. 
A country participating in this system 
needed official reserves—government or 
central bank holdings of gold and widely 
accepted foreign currencies—that could 
be used to purchase the domestic cur-
rency in foreign exchange markets, as 
required to maintain its exchange rate. 
But the international supply of two key 
reserve assets—gold and the U.S. dol-
lar—proved inadequate for supporting 
the expansion of world trade and finan-
cial flows that was taking place. There-
fore, the international community decid-
ed to create a new international reserve 
asset under the auspices of the IMF.

Only a few years after the creation 
of the SDR, the Bretton Woods sys-
tem collapsed and the major currencies 
shifted to floating exchange rate regimes. 
Subsequently, the growth in interna-

tional capital markets facilitated borrow-
ing by creditworthy governments and 
many countries accumulated significant 
amounts of international reserves…

The SDR is neither a currency, nor a 
claim on the IMF. Rather, it is a poten-
tial claim on the freely usable currencies 
of IMF members. Holders of SDRs can 
obtain these currencies in exchange for 
their SDRs in two ways: first, through the 
arrangement of voluntary exchanges be-
tween members; and second, by the IMF 
designating members with strong external 
positions to purchase SDRs from mem-
bers with weak external positions. In addi-
tion to its role as a supplementary reserve 
asset, the SDR serves as the unit of ac-

China and the Dollar

We can be quite sure that during 
the next IMF review—scheduled 
for 2021—the dollar’s share will 

fall and the Chinese will rise.
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count of the IMF and some other inter-
national organizations. [Bold added.]5

Now for those versed in the monetary work 
of economist Ludwig von Mises,6 the quota-
tions above are quite humorous. Just as the 
international bureaucrats decided to augment 
their technocratic post-war monetary system 
since that pesky commodity gold wasn’t satis-
fying their goals…the whole system collapsed.

Recall that Richard Nixon famously closed 
the gold window in August 1971. This was 
really the death blow to the patchwork sys-
tem that the victorious Allied powers had 
designed in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire 
(hence the name) back in 1944, but the system 
held on for life and did not formally end until 
1973. At that point, the major governments 
were all on a true fiat standard, meaning that 
there wasn’t even a fiction that anything “real” 
backed up their paper currencies.

In any event, though I can only shake my 
head at the further movement away from 

China and the Dollar

sound, market-based money, it is nonethe-
less interesting that power is clearly shifting 
away from the United States government and 
into the hands of international bodies as well 
as the Chinese government specifically.

REVIEW FROM AUGUST’S 
(SLIGHT) DEVALUATION

Back in the August issue of this year, I 
wrote an article on “China’s Devaluation.” 
The reader may recall that China’s announce-
ment in early August that it was letting its 
currency fall against the dollar set off a wave 
of turmoil, causing U.S. equity markets to 
tumble and (arguably) leading the Fed to 
postpone its planned rate hike in September.

Even so, in the grand scheme China’s cur-
rency lately has been much stronger against 
the U.S. dollar than it has been since the 
mid-1990s. Consider Figure 1 (reprinted 
from my August article):

SOURCE: St. Louis Federal Reserve (FRED)

Figure 1. Yuan / Dollar Exchange Rate, February 1981 – August 2015
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To save the reader time from flipping back 
to my commentary in August, let me repeat 
some of it here, since it is quite relevant for 
our current story.

THE SHIFTING PEG

As Figure 1 indicates, the Chinese govern-
ment pegged its currency to the dollar at a 
fairly stable rate from 1995 through 2005. 
It maintained this peg by building up huge 
reserves of U.S. Treasury securities, which 
(of course) were dollar-denominated assets. 
If the foreign exchange market ever began 
pushing the renminbi away from the de-

sired exchange rate, the Chinese govern-
ment could either (a) weaken its currency by 
printing more of it (which is simple for them 
to do) or (b) strengthen its currency by en-
tering the foreign exchange markets with its 
stockpile of U.S. dollars to prop it up.

The rationale for the peg was to reassure 
world investors that they could trust the Chi-
nese currency; it was as “good as the dollar.” 
(Recall the “Asian flu” that struck in 1997 af-
ter Thailand couldn’t support its USD peg.) 
During the period of the peg, actions of the 
Chinese government were comparable to 
one on the classical gold standard, except the 
Chinese government maintained stockpiles 
of “dollars” rather than bars of gold.

“LET MY CURRENCY GO”

However, the Federal Reserve engaged in 
a loose monetary policy in the mid-2000s, 
which fueled the housing boom among oth-
er problems. Chinese officials realized that 
they would have to follow suit and inflate 
themselves, in order to maintain their peg, 
or they could let the dollar fall against their 
currency.

They chose the latter policy, which is the 
same thing as saying that they allowed their 
currency to strengthen beginning in mid-
2005. That is why the exchange rate moved 
from 8.28 yuan to the dollar in June 2005, 
to 6.8 yuan / dollar by August 2008. (Notice 
that in Figure 1, when the line moves down 
it means that the yuan is strengthening.)

China and the Dollar

The Chinese government pegged 
its currency to the dollar at a 
fairly stable rate from 1995 

through 2005.
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TRANSPARENCY, OPEN 
CAPITAL MARKETS, AND SDR 
STATUS

Part of the decoupling of the renminbi from 
the U.S. dollar was due to the Chinese desire 
to have its currency added to the IMF’s bas-
ket of reserves. One of the key requirements 
was to have a liquid, freely tradable currency 
for investors and governments around the 
world, and this criterion was hamstrung so 
long as the Chinese government planned on 
intervening in currency markets in order to 
maintain the USD/yuan peg.

To strip away the jargon and put it in plain 
English: So long as the Chinese government 
relied on massive holdings of dollar-denom-
inated assets in order to assure world inves-
tors that they could always trade in their 
yuan for a particular number of U.S. dollars, 
then the Chinese currency really wouldn’t be 
an independent financial asset, worthy of in-
clusion in the IMF basket. Instead the Chi-
nese authorities would simply be running a 
retail shop with the “product” manufactured 
by the Federal Reserve. That is why letting 
the yuan float against the dollar—just as 

there are no set “pegs” of the dollar against 
the euro, pound, or yen—is ultimately the 
way to signal to the world that the Chinese 
are a financial powerhouse.

CHINA’S AMAZING GROWTH

The reader who wants an excellent summa-
ry of China’s recent history from the stand-
point of economic reforms should consult 
the October 2015 Congressional Research 
Service report authored by Wayne Mor-
rison.7 Here is an excerpt from that report, 
discussing the reforms initiated under Deng 
Xiaoping:

Beginning in 1979, China launched sev-
eral economic reforms. The central gov-
ernment initiated price and ownership 
incentives for farmers, which enabled 
them to sell a portion of their crops on 
the…market. In addition, the govern-
ment established four special economic 
zones along the coast for the purpose of 
attracting foreign investment, boosting 
exports, and importing high technology 
products into China. Additional reforms, 

China and the Dollar

Chinese officials realized that 
they would have to follow suit 

and inflate themselves, in order to 
maintain their peg, or they could let 
the dollar fall against their currency.
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China and the Dollar

which followed in stages, sought to de-
centralize economic policymaking in sev-
eral sectors, especially trade. Economic 
control of various enterprises was given to 
provincial and local governments, which 
were generally allowed to operate and 
compete on free market principles, rather 
than under the direction and guidance of 
state planning. In addition, citizens were 
encouraged to start their own businesses. 
Additional coastal regions and cities were 
designated as open cities and develop-
ment zones, which allowed them to ex-
periment with free market reforms and 
to offer tax and trade incentives to attract 
foreign investment. In addition, state 
price controls on a wide range of products 
were gradually eliminated. Trade liberal-
ization was also a major key to China’s 
economic success. Removing trade barri-
ers encouraged greater competition and 
attracted FDI inflows.8

Since this period of liberalization, official 
real GDP growth in China has averaged 
close to 10 percent annually. To be sure, 
many critics question the validity of these 
“official” numbers, but no one can deny that 
the Chinese economy has grown very rap-
idly over the last three decades.

Again, taking the figures with a grain of 
salt, the Chinese economy contributed the 
most to international trade in 2013, and in 
2014 became officially the largest economy 
in the world. This is quite extraordinary, be-
cause as recently as 2000 the U.S. produced 
almost three times as much as China.9

Relying on purchasing power parity 
(PPP)10 to convert various currencies into a 
common unit, the World Bank reports the 
following ranking of countries by real output 
for 2014. We list the top six countries, which 
together account for slightly more than half 
of global output:

Country

China

United States

India

Japan

Russian Federation

Germany

GDP in 2014 (PPP)

$18.0 trillion

$17.4 trillion

$7.4 trillion

$4.6 trillion

$3.7 trillion

$3.7 trillion

Share of World Output

16.6%

16.0%

6.8%

4.3%

3.4%

3.4%

SOURCE: World Bank11
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China and the Dollar

To see just how much China has grown since 2000, consider its share of world exports, as 
of the end of 2014:

SOURCE: Morgan Stanley12

Figure 2. Share of World Exports By Country, 2000-2014

Many critics question the validity of these “official” numbers, 
but no one can deny that the Chinese economy has grown very

rapidly over the last three decades.
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China and the Dollar

And to understand why the Chinese machine will keep on humming for the foreseeable 
future, look at its astonishing saving rate:

Figure 3. China Personal Consumption and Investment as Share of GDP, 2000-2014

 SOURCE: Morgan Stanley
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China and the Dollar

Now the Morgan Stanley commentary 
(indicated in Figure 3 by the arrows and 
text) notes that since 2010, the Chinese 
economy has begun shifting away from an 
export model to one based on domestic con-
sumption. Nonetheless, as of 2014 the abso-
lute level of Chinese personal investment was 
enormous, above 46 percent. In contrast, for 
the United States investment is a mere 17 
percent of GDP (while consumption is 69 
percent).

Here too, we must remember the institu-
tional framework that generates these sta-
tistics. A given amount of investment would 
have more significance in a genuine free mar-
ket economy, versus the Chinese economy 
which is still officially controlled by commu-

nist officials. Nonetheless, the enormous dis-
parity between U.S. and Chinese saving and 
investment rates is a major reason to expect 
the Chinese economy to grow more rapidly 
in the coming decades. Furthermore, the 
Chinese government—communist or not—
is moving toward freedom, whereas the U.S. 
government is moving toward socialism.

The enormous disparity between 
U.S. and Chinese saving and 

investment rates is a major reason 
to expect the Chinese economy to 
grow more rapidly in the coming 

decades.
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China and the Dollar

CONCLUSION

Although not earth-shattering in itself, the 
IMF’s inclusion of the Chinese currency in 
its reserve basket is just one more indication 
that the United States is in decline as an 
economic power. As the U.S. dollar loses its 
prestige, the special advantages of the Fed-
eral Reserve will likewise decay. Officials in 
Washington, D.C. will find that they can’t 
turn to the central bank to run the printing 
presses to cover a budget deficit. Although 
the shock of the transition might be painful, 
this wake-up call will actually instill much 
needed discipline in profligate politicians.

The IMF’s inclusion of the 
Chinese currency in its reserve 

basket is just one more indication 
that the United States is in 

decline as an economic power.
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even though we often think that 
there is nothing really new under the sun, I 
recently did some extensive research on the 
subject of “financial professionals” and some of 
the data that I found struck me as noteworthy.  
Specifically, this information has to do with 
three of the most unique professions in the 
entire financial services industry.  I think you 
will find these facts relevant whether you 
are one of our IBC Practitioner Program 
graduates, a client of one of our member 
practitioners, or simply an LMR subscriber.  
But in order to understand their relevancy 
and the roles  each play in this industry, we 
need to consider a bit of background. 

Interestingly, this all begins with emotions.  
Throughout recorded history what we find 
is that humans have always shown a strong 
inclination to alleviate uncertainty.  In fact, 
most of us would not disagree with the 
truth that uncertainty of any kind produces 

Unique Financial Professionals

anxiety—a discomfort we all wish to avoid. 
But there is probably no anxiety that 
compares in creating the worst uneasiness 
in individuals than the anxiety surrounding 
money.

Simply establishing objectives for a family 
or a business invariably will lead to the subject 
of money and many of life’s most stressful 
events. These can include accidents, the loss 
of employment, lawsuits, aging, divorce, 
retirement, loss of health, and of course 
death to name just a few.  As we all know, 
these topics can be very uncomfortable to 
talk about and are the chief reasons why so 
many people avoid or postpone the financial 
planning process.  Nevertheless, laying out 
financial objectives is of primary importance 
for everyone.  The need for it has over many 
years spawned a very sophisticated industry 
of financial professionals, services and 
products to assist individuals to reflect on 
the possible financial consequences of the 
occurrence of these life events and to take 
action in order to prepare for them. 

The Financial Services Industry

As we have pointed out in numerous 
articles, the financial services industry is 
today one of the largest divisions of the U.S. 
economy.  Taken as a whole, it is comprised 
of basically three substantially large financial 
sectors that include Wall Street and related 
investment firms, commercial banking, and 
insurance.  Although there are other large-
scale money intermediaries, such as pension 

There is probably no anxiety that 
compares in creating the worst 
uneasiness in individuals than the 
anxiety surrounding money.
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solely with the financial intermediaries 
themselves and the broader worldwide 
economy as a whole. These individuals 
follow a rigorous educational curriculum 
that allows them to provide their talents and 
education mostly in the institutional arena.  
As investment financial markets have become 
more specialized and global, the Chartered 
Financial Analyst (CFA)1 credential has risen 
to prominence and is now the most highly 
coveted designation in the financial services 
industry.

CFAs are recognized as being well 
versed in the various investment specialties 
of international financial markets, such 
as equity, fixed income, derivatives, and 
alternative investments—real estate, private 
equity, hedge funds, and commodities. 
There is a primary emphasis on portfolio 
management for the individual and 

funds, mutual funds, and broker-dealers 
that act as “middle men” between savers and 
borrowers, the first three I mentioned are the 
largest in our economy and each sector has 
its own vast army of financial representatives 
ready to assist the general public with 
matters concerning borrowing, investing or 
the saving of money. 

Since this is one of the most regulated 
industries in our economy, the licensing 
requirements for financial professionals in 
all three of these financial sectors can be 
extensive.  Depending on their licensing 
designations, these professionals can and 
often do provide comprehensive financial 
and estate plans that have tax and legal 
consequences. These matters will frequently 
draw in the services of CPAs and attorneys 
who are also considered to be financial 
professionals in that they too communicate 
with individuals about financial plans.  When 
taking all of these financial professionals 
into consideration there are an estimated 
2 million such individuals providing these 
types of financial services and products to 
the estimated 330 million people living in 
the United States. All this to say that the 
industry is huge.

The Chartered Financial Analyst 
(CFA)

While we have portrayed only a snapshot 
of the financial professionals that principally 
interact with the general public, there are 
some financial professionals who interact 
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The Chartered Financial Analyst 
(CFA) credential has risen to 
prominence and is now the most 
highly coveted designation in the 
financial services industry.
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It takes four years to earn the prestigious 
CFA charter and the CFA exams are 
considered to be quite difficult with a 
very low passing rate of only 32%.  Both 
microeconomics and macroeconomics 
are studied, mainly related to currency 
conversions and how they are affected by 
international interest rates and inflation. In 
2013 the authors of the LMR were both 
flattered and surprised to learn that similar 
to our own IBC Practitioner Program for 
financial professionals, the CFA course 
manual also contains chapters that teach the 
different schools of economics including the 
Austrian School of Economics and the Mises-
Hayek Business Cycle Theory. 

Unique Financial Professionals

The CFA 
course 
manual also 
contains 
chapters 
that teach 
the different 
schools of 
economics 
including 
the Austrian 
School of 
Economics 
and the 
Mises-Hayek 
Business 
Cycle Theory.

institutional investors, but other fields of 
study such as economics, financial reporting 
and analysis, and corporate finance are also 
part of the curriculum.

Currently there are approximately 120,000 
CFA members worldwide with roughly half 
of them located here in the United States.  
The demand for these individuals has 
become substantial.  In fact, just since 2005 
CFAs have increased by 53% in China alone 
as their financial markets have exploded in 
size.   Top employers of CFAs globally are 
giant institutions such as UBS, JP Morgan, 
Citi Group, Morgan Stanley, and Black 
Rock.2
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in this particular field are the financial 
professionals known as Actuaries.4

Currently there are still relatively very 
few of this type of individuals in the world, 
consequently they remain in very high 
demand.   In 1949 there were still only 642 
charter members in their exclusive Society 
of Actuaries, a fact which may explain why 
the profession has been consistently ranked 
for decades as one of the most desirable in 
the U.S. economy.

Although this is one of the most sought 
after careers in the financial services industry, 
the educational track for its credentialing 
is also one of the most extensive. This may 
further explain their short supply.   Incredibly, 
it can sometimes take up to 20 years to pass 
the required examinations to be admitted 
into their society as an experienced fellow.  

The Science of Risk Management 
and the Actuary

As significant as the CFA professional may 
be, actually one of the most necessary and 
unique professions in the financial services 
industry today came into being more than 
300 years ago by the man who discovered—
of all things—Halley’s comet!   Edmond 
Halley3, a mathematician, constructed a 
table in 1693 from real life data of mortality 
records collected over a period of time in 
London during the 17th century, which 
could be used to predict the accuracy of 
mortality rates in the future.  Mitigating the 
uncertainty of death was suddenly within 
man’s grasp.  From this unique construct 
Halley combined the idea with compound 
interest and wound up creating a science 
that ushered in the discipline known as risk 
management.  The scientists who practice 
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One of the most necessary and unique professions in the financial 
services industry today came into being more than 300 years ago by 
the man who discovered—of all things—Halley’s comet!
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The younger, less experienced members in 
their society are known as associates.  But 
fortunately, employers (generally large 
financial institutions) pay for this lengthy 
education process as these individuals 
work on the job with pay bonuses given 
as educational milestones are reached—a 
rare system of education found nowhere 
else in the industry.  While associates can 
earn incomes averaging $100,00 a year, the 
more educated and experienced fellows can 
command up to $500,000 a year or more 
including bonuses. 

As can only be expected, income is 
commensurate with the level of responsibility.  
Actuaries can be called upon to perform 
various skilled services from designing 
and maintaining financial products and 
systems to financial reporting of companies’ 
assets and liabilities.  Their skills are well 
suited to analyzing various forms of risk 
as well as dispensing investment and asset 
management advice. Many times they are 
found to be chief financial officers of large 
pensions funds and life insurance companies.  
As of 2014 the Department of Labor and 
Statistics listed only approximately 24,600 
of these professionals in the U.S. with more 
than half being associates.

The PhD Economist

In an economic world that continues 
to grow increasingly more complex, both 
the CFAs who principally oversee the 
investment side of the arena and the actuaries 

on the risk management side, represent a 
breed of financial professional that are vital 
in steering institutional giants through the 
turbulent global markets of today.  It goes 
without saying that it’s certain the recent 
2008 financial crisis had these professionals 
working overtime both here and abroad.  
But before we conclude our final thoughts 
on these financial elites and their necessity 
in the economic world in which we live, we 
should not omit or ignore the important role 
of the economist. 

In their role in private industry, economists 
are the men and women who study data 
and statistics in order to spot trends in 
economic activity, economic confidence 
levels, and consumer attitudes.  Using their 
skills in mathematics, business, political 
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Actuaries can be called upon to 
perform various skilled services 
from designing and maintaining 
financial products and systems to 
financial reporting of companies’ 
assets and liabilities.  
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Janet Yellen, can and do earn considerably 
more income.  In fact, most recent Federal 
Reserve Chairmen have all been PhD 
economists. According to the Harvard 
Review6, the Federal Reserve has over 400 
PhDs economists on staff. 

Unlike other regulated professionals there 
are no required licenses for economists.  
Furthermore, in the financial services industry, 
PhD degrees in economics are unique.  In fact, 
their rarity in the United States compares to 
that of the long established actuaries in the 
insurance sector and the up and coming CFAs 
of the investment world.  According to the 
Department of labor and Statistics there are 
only approximately 21,500 economists in the 
U.S. as of 2014, but not all are PhD economists 
with many holding only a Masters degree.

  

Conclusion

To sum up, it staggers the mind to 
contemplate the breadth and depth of 
the financial services industry in the 21st 
Century and in how it has developed 
domestically and internationally.  For all 
of what it encompasses today along with 
its many qualified specialists, including the 
CFA, the Actuary and the PhD economist, 
it is worth remembering that it all began 
so long ago—from man’s innate desire to 
mitigate uncertainty. Unfortunately, what 
began as an industry with a simple plan to 
show people how to put away a portion of 
their earnings to settle their most fearful 
outcomes, today in practice, few individuals 

science, law, sociology, and history, the type 
of information they can gather and analyze 
is instrumental in the fields of banking, 
finance, accountancy, commerce, marketing, 
business administration, lobbying and non-
profit or for-profit organizations.  Even 
politicians, members of Congress and the 
Senate, including Presidents often consult 
economists for information and opinions 
before enacting economic policy. Their role 
in the economy and their unique financial 
specialty cannot be underestimated and it 
matters greatly if these PhD economist are 
Monetarists, Austrians, or Keynesian in 
their thinking.

Pay scales for economists, depending 
on the industry, ranged anywhere from 
$85,000 to  $250,000 a year. Obviously, 
those holding prominent positions, such as a 
Larry Summers who was once an executive 
with Goldman Sachs and now President 
of Harvard University, or Fed Chairman, 
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The financial services industry by 
default creates more casualties 
than it saves.
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have the understanding or diligence to fund 
even the barest of old age necessities through 
a savings plan.

In 2015 the simple path to financial 
peace and security continues to evade the 
average person while billions continue to 
pour into the coffers of a select few.  This is 
nothing less than the result of a marketplace 
hampered by government intervention and 
monetary policy that has all but cartelized 
our institutions of money and banking.  
The financial services industry by default 
creates more casualties than it saves.  But 
when we can’t even understand how all this 
actually happens in the course of everyday 
life, the entire experience can leave us quite 
depressed.  It is the reason that a way of 
escape for households and small businesses 
has become next to impossible without the 
help of qualified financial professionals who 
have their minds and hearts set on a reversal 
of the status quo.  

This is why we, along with David Stearns and 
Nelson Nash, created the IBC Practitioner’s 
Program for financial professionals and why 
these concerned and principled individuals are 
finding their way to us. Since our program’s 
inception in 2013 our numbers have been 
steadily growing and now span the U.S. and 

Canada.  Although our membership of over 
200 financial professionals does not yet have 
a CFA in our ranks, we do have Actuaries, 
MBAs, CPAs, Attorneys, CFPs, Securities 
Representatives and Advisors, Life Insurance 
professionals and several PhDs, and only one 
PhD economist, our own Robert Murphy, 
who is a co-creator of the IBC Practitioner 
Program itself.

In short, we have an outstanding program 
of study and very competent financial 
professionals with a grand plan that will not 
only help you, but also make it possible for 
the industry and the economy to reverse its 
present course. If you have never visited the 
website, please do yourself a favor and learn 
more about us at www.infinitebanking.org

Unique Financial Professionals
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LARA-MURPHY REPORT: How did you 
discover Austrian economics?

ADAM MARTIN: Originally I got into eco-
nomics through the Federal Reserve Chal-
lenge, which is like Mock U.N. but for mon-
etary policy. Our team came from Texas so 
we worked with the Dallas Fed, which just 
happened to have a critical mass of free mar-
ket economists of different stripes. In my 
undergraduate ethics and economics class 
we read [Hayek’s] The Fatal Conceit, which 
was my first exposure [to Austrian econom-
ics], but then I did a summer internship at 
the Dallas Fed and learned about Mises, 

Schumpeter, Bastiat, etc. But that was just a 
seed being planted, I didn’t engage with that 
stuff at length.

About halfway through undergrad I got 
a bit bored with what we were learning in 
class, and was considering graduate school 
in philosophy. Sam Bostaph was an Austrian 
economist who taught our History of Eco-
nomic Thought class, which is what made 
me shift from being generally free market 
and being interested in Austrian economics 
to self-identifying as an Austrian. After that 
I took Bostaph’s Comparative Economic 
Systems class, and we read the socialist cal-
culation debate in great detail. That’s what 
made me want to do economics for a living, 
and Bostaph directed me to George Mason’s 
Ph.D. program, where I could work with Pe-
ter Boettke, an expert on the socialist calcu-
lation debate.

LMR: What made you decide on a career 
in academia? What advice do you have for 
high school students who are interested in 
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“I took Bostaph’s 
Comparative Economic 
Systems class, and we read 
the socialist calculation 
debate in great detail. 
That’s what made me want 
to do economics for a 
living.”
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economics and political liberty? Should they 
all plan on becoming professors or are there 
other vocations?

AM:  In 6th grade we did a school project on 
what you want to be when you grow up, and 
I said I wanted to be a college professor. As 
soon as I knew what one was it sounded like 
a great life. My parents weren’t college grad-
uates so I honestly can’t say where it came 
from. So I’m not the best person to answer 
this question, because it was never a ques-
tion for me. The only question was what I 
would major in, which changed throughout 
high school and college as I got exposed to 
more subjects. 

ic path are definitely smart enough to do the 
job, they just don’t love it enough to succeed.

LMR: You got your Ph.D. at George Mason, 
where they stress the contributions of other 
free-market thinkers. What are some of the 
key insights from non-Austrians that struck 
you the most?

AM: Most economists start with Robinson 
Crusoe (or some equivalent) to figure out 
how we respond to scarcity. Robinson Cru-
soe interacts only with nature and confronts 
tradeoffs. So far, so good. But then when it 
comes time to study interaction, how differ-
ent people relate to one another, economists 
make various assumptions that make inter-
acting with others equivalent to interacting 
with nature. They talk about markets where 
there are so many people that no one can 
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“The advice I always give 
is: you should get a Ph.D. 
if you literally can’t sleep 
at night because you’re so 
interested in ideas.”

,,
Being a professor is just the most ful-

filling thing I can imagine. But it’s not for 
everyone. The advice I always give is: you 
should get a Ph.D. if you literally can’t sleep 
at night because you’re so interested in ideas. 
The external rewards to being a professor 
can be great but they are usually infrequent 
and irregular. So if you’re not 100% inter-
nally motivated to do it just because you love 
it, you won’t be able to excel. In my experi-
ence, most people that abandon the academ-
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economics: what makes markets work is not 
the rationality of individuals, but the rules 
under which individuals interact. So like 
Boettke I see Austrian economics and other 
mainline approaches as different branches 
on the same family tree. Mises and Hayek 
were, after all, arguing that the problem with 
market socialism is that it ignored the role of 
property, prices, and profit and loss in guid-
ing entrepreneurial activities.

Other schools of thought have comple-
mentary institutional insights. The Scottish 
Enlightenment approach to social science 
of Hume and Smith is part of the trunk of 
the tree. It still offers great insights about 
how rules develop and evolve over time.  
The New Institutional Economics branch 

affect the price. Or they might assume all 
individuals have exactly the same goals and 
beliefs. This dodges the study of interaction 
by assuming it away.

What makes the bundle of approaches 
that GMU emphasizes different is that they 
all refuse to make this move. And if you re-
fuse to make that move, you have to actually 
explain where social order comes from. And 
they all have a common answer to that ques-
tion, albeit expressed in different languag-
es: institutions, or the rules that we live by. 
What makes a market a market is transferra-
ble property rights and money. So when we 
try to explain how a market works, we focus 
on the rules that govern that particular mar-
ket. Peter Boettke refers to this as mainline 
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“They might assume all 
individuals have exactly 
the same goals and beliefs. 
This dodges the study of 
interaction by assuming it 
away.”
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“What makes a market a 
market is transferrable 
property rights and 
money.”
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stitutions, shape the sorts of policies we 
get. James Buchanan and Gordon Tullock 
provide us a profound critique of how de-
mocracy is about some mythical ‘will of the 
people.’ Democracy is instead a set of rules 
under which individuals with different goals 
and beliefs interact. But, compared to mar-
kets, those rules have a much less impres-
sive track record at promoting social coop-
eration. The Bloomington School of Public 
Choice teaches that centralized governments 
are unlikely to do a good job designing and 
implementing the rules we live by. A com-
mand and control approach to governing so-
ciety doesn’t work because it’s not subject to 
competition and it ignores complexity and 
diversity of human interaction.

By way of a plug, my piece with Geoffrey 
Lea in the March 2014 Review of Austrian 
Economics makes this argument at length 
with respect to just the relationship between 
Austrian economics and Virginia Political 
Economy. The important point is that the 
GMU approach is not just an eclectic grab 
bag of free market ideas, but rather draws 
from schools of thought with a shared em-
phasis on rules and interaction.

teaches us that what most economists call 
externalities (external costs and benefits, like 
pollution) are just conflicts over the use of 
scarce resources. What is the primary way 
we resolve conflicts over scarce resources? 
Property rights. But also contracts, firms, 
and other rules. All of these institutions play 
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“James Buchanan and 
Gordon Tullock provide 
us a profound critique of 
how democracy is about 
some mythical ‘will of the 
people.’”

,,
an important role in overcoming what most 
economists call market failures. The UCLA 
approach to price theory focuses on rela-
tive prices as an explanation for patterns of 
human activity. Since it focuses on relative 
prices, it’s entirely compatible with the radi-
cal subjectivism of Austrian economists. 

The Virginia School of Public Choice 
studies how political rules, including con-
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LMR: One of the key areas of your research 
has been the distinction—famously articu-
lated by Frank Knight—between risk and 
uncertainty. Can you explain?

AM: Risk and uncertainty are two different 
types of ignorance. Imagine you have an urn 
in front of you. You know the urn has 6 white 
balls and 4 black balls in it. If you pull a ball 
out without looking, you don’t know what 
color it will be. But you know that there is 
a 60% chance of white and a 40% chance of 
black. That’s risk: ignorance of the outcome, 
but knowledge of your odds. Now imagine 
that you know that there are only black and 
white balls in the urn, but you don’t know 
how many of each. You know that the ball 

you draw will either be black or white, but 
you can’t assign a probability to the out-
comes. That’s what Daniel Ellsberg (who 
came up with the urn example) calls ambi-
guity, and what Mises calls case probability.

But what if, when you reach into the urn, 
you could pull out a black ball, a white ball, a 
green ball, a nice marmot, or anything else? 
You’re not just ignorant of outcomes, or of 
outcomes and probabilities, but you are igno-
rant of possible outcomes. That’s uncertainty: 
ignorance of possibilities. Whereas scarcity 
means we have to make choices among our 
different goals, uncertainty means we have 
to exercise our imaginations to figure out 
ways to advance our goals in the first place.

Taking Uncertainty Seriously

“A command and control approach to governing society doesn’t 
work because it’s not subject to competition and it ignores 
complexity and diversity of human interaction.”

,,
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Uncertainty matters be-
cause it’s the sort of ignorance 
entrepreneurs face. They don’t 
wake up in the morning with 
a business plan in their hand 
and try to guess whether it will 
be profitable or not. They have 
to imagine a business plan—a 
possible course of action—be-
fore they can assess its value. 
Recognizing this problem that 
entrepreneurs solve is a distinct 
and important contribution of 
Austrian economics. Both Mis-
es and Hayek cite Knight when 
they try to explain to market 

mittee System. Can you explain how it’s 
evolved, and the lessons for those who want 
to restrain Leviathan?

AM: Most people think Congressional 
Committees have always been with us, but 
in the early days of the American republic 
there were only special committees.  Issues 
first came before the ‘Committee of the 
Whole.’ Congress would decide that an is-
sue was worth having a bill about and only 
then appoint a committee to draft the bill. 
This created an entry barrier for legislation 
because it was hard to get your political op-
ponents to agree that we needed a bill in the 
first place. From a classical liberal point of 

“Risk and uncertainty 
are two different types of 
ignorance.”

,,socialists what is wrong with their approach. 
If you assume away uncertainty, then social-
ist planning makes a lot of sense. If you don’t, 
then you can recognize the needs for prices, 
profits, and losses to sort out the good ideas 
from the bad ideas.

My research tries to get other economists 
to take uncertainty seriously. What would 
Public Choice economics (which studies 
political behavior) look like if policy mak-
ers confront genuine Knightian uncertain-
ty? What about law and economics? Most 
broadly, what would modern political econ-
omy look like if economists had recognized 
that Mises and Hayek were right in the so-
cialist calculation debate? 

LMR: Finally, we know you’ve done some 
historical work on the Congressional Com-
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view, it was great. If the natural inclination 
of politics is to make things worse, then it’s 
good for the rest of us when the politicians 
can’t do everything they want to.

This is where the importance of imagina-
tion comes in. Members of Congress could 
benefit if they could come up with a creative 
way to circumvent the Committee of the 
Whole. So ‘political entrepreneurs’ proposed 
a series of rules that, very gradually, gave 
special committees the ability to determine 

which bills actually come before Congress 
at all. This eliminated that initial barrier for 
legislation and made it much easier to push 
through bills that rob Peter to pay Paul.

The importance of this point for those of 
us who want to restrain Leviathan is that we 
have to recognize how creative politicians, 
bureaucrats, and special interest groups can 
be. If we treat them like the automata of a 
standard economic model, we’ll think it’s 
very easy to constrain their bad behavior. But 
the real problem is one of constraining cre-
ative predators. So it’s not unreasonable to 
think that paper Constitutions can’t do much 
to constrain Leviathan at all, and maybe we 
should think about more radical solutions to 
finding good rules. Thinking through those 
solutions will be more effective if we take 
uncertainty seriously and deploy all the in-
sights of mainline economic thought.

“Most people think 
Congressional Committees 
have always been with 
us, but in the early days 
of the American republic 
there were only special 
committees.”

,,



Events and
Engagements 

2016

January 30, 2016 • Houston, TX
Murphy presents on Austrian Economics at Mises Circle with Ron Paul, 

Lew Rockwell, and Jeff Deist

•
February 13, 2016 • Birmingham, AL

Nelson Nash, Lara, and Murphy present at IBC Workshop
for details: http://infinitebanking.org/the-ibc-workshop/

Some events may be closed to general public. 
For more information: LMRevents@usatrustonline.com
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A brand new educational program designed exclusively 
for the financial professional

Includes brand-new video lectures from NELSON NASH

Learn the economics of life insurance that you won’t get 
anywhere else!

For full details see www.infinitebanking.org

Infinite Banking Concepts LLC • 2957 Old Rocky Ridge Road • Birmingham, AL 35243
www.infinitebanking.org
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+

If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to 
finance your cars, homes, boats, capital expenditures for business needs or any thing 
else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative.  The rebirth 
of PRIVATIZED BANKING is underway.  You can take advantage of the years of 

experience that these three authors in these two books are offering you. 

Go to USATRUSTONLINE.COM click: STORE and look for both of these books 
among the other fine books.

BAILOUT
FUND YOUR OWN


